
 Просто мысли 
  
 
  

Hi guys! I got home not so long time ago and jut would like to put some thoughts about my day here. It was a really good one 

except the weather. I don't know where you live but in Moscow it's really cold. One of my pen-friend lives in South Africa. 

I've charted with him today, he said they had +28 C on their side. My God! I wish we had the climate like that. I don't know 

how about you, but I don't like winter. I don't like skiing or other winter sports. I used to go skiing at the first courses of 

my Uny and it was my last time I did it. 

By the way about my friend from Africa. His name is Franc. I met him last year when I just was starting learning English. If 

I'm not mistaken we got acquainted on Interpals. In the article «Where to talk in English» I wrote that it's a really good 

website for those who learn languages. So check this out! I like meeting new foreign people and keep charting with them. 

This is a good practice and improve your English very well, especially if you speak with native speakers. So backing to Franc, 

last week he sent me a gift with their currency. I'd like to share it with you (look the photo below). It's cool, isn't it? 

As for me I find it very interesting to get some presents from other people who live so far from you. I have several really good 

pen-friends from different countries of the World. 

So what else have I got? Yesterday I checked in for our flight to London. In the article «How to get the British Visa» I told 

you we were flying there on the February 20th. I'm really looking forward to that. I'm pretty tired of work to be honest. And 

it's mostly because I always want to sleep. I live 60 km from Moscow. So I have to get up at 6 am and it takes me about 2 

hours to get to work. And I usually come back home at 9 pm. It's quite normal, I like my job and I'm not complaining at all. 

But 6 hours of sleep it's not enough for my organism. That's why I'd like to go somewhere for awhile just to rest and relax. 

Some words about my working day. It was good. The big Moscow exhibition called «Aqua-Therm 2014» is coming soon. This 

is the most important event for the companies which produce different equipment for heating and other things of this field. 

It takes place in the Moscow Crocus City Hall every year. So our company will participate as usual. So everyone is exited 

about it and we've been preparing for the exhibition. 

Oh by the way, some stupid builders were beating the pile into the ground today and BROKE THROUGH the subway. I'm 

shocked. The underground was paralyzed for a few hours. Thank God nobody was wounded. 

That's it. It was just some thoughts from my head. I can't seat anymore. I'm off to bed. Good night, guys! 
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